
CSI-FRESH B.V.



Value Proposition
CSI-Fresh is a freight forwarding company in The Netherlands and is 

specialized in the fruit and vegetables area. 

 “one stop shop” model; allows us to offer a unique concept (handling 
air and container, forwarding, Cold stores (optional), transportation 
and customs clearance. 

 Efficient work, simplification in customs processes and coupling of 
automated systems (reuse of data) provide significant cost savings for 
our clients.

Customer portal for real time tracking and tracing and one verified 
source of all data.

 Products and Solutions; 

 Sea Freight

Airfreight

Customs Brokerage

 Fiscal representation

 Founded in 2008, currently 35 customs experts in NL



Competences CSI-Fresh

 Founded by industry experts, with long history in similar industries 

(Airfreight/Ocean/Brokerage/Last Mile trucking) and markets (Fresh & E-

commerce)

 IT driven solutions → supported by experts 

 Full Commitment to the Food and Agro sector and E-commerce (B2B)

 Full control service handling 365 days a year, with fixed and flex w/h staff

 Established relations with 3rd party services for shuttling and trucking services

 Strong customs program validated and approved by Dutch Customs 

(valuation) teams

Compliant to AEO and required check & controls raised by Customs

Control tower for arrivals Rotterdam, Amsterdam, Maastricht and Liège, (BE)

Cost and lead time reduction programs to increase profitability and service

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Li%C3%A8ge


Services

 Truck/barge containers from the ports in Rotterdam and Antwerp to all destinations within The 

Netherlands, Belgium, UK, Germany, Spain and France (with or without gen set)

 Air freight services for air shipments via a.o. Amsterdam

 Customs activities required for importing and exporting products into the European Union. 

Certified customs broker in NL

 Fiscal representative for non-Dutch based companies. As a fiscal representative we can avoid 

the payment of import VAT

 Agent on behalf of non-Dutch based companies (a.o. invoicing, factoring and quality 

inspections)

 Control Tower for the containers, which arrive in Europe (a.o. we pay the THC for obtaining the 

commercial releases from the carriers, maintain the contacts with carriers w.r.t. ETA’s etc.)

 Cooperation with shipping lines

 Cooperation with cold stores (VAL activities)

 Arrange multimodal transport (barge/train)

 Alliance with forwarding companies

 Develop new and Innovative supply chain solutions for exporting and importing companies

 Knowledge center for customers in the fruit and vegetables area

 Organize lobby with national authorities to optimize the operations of our customers

 NVWA- and veterinarian inspections

 AEO certified we are authorized to scan containers



Contact

Emile den Heeten

Mobile: +31 (0)6 30290473

Tel: +31 (0)180 641111

Web: www.csi-fresh.com              

Email: emile@csi-fresh.com
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